Alaska Seas and Rivers
On-Site Teacher Workshops

Two-day workshops to introduce teachers to new K-8 marine/aquatic science units of instruction

Led by an educator and a scientist, workshops offer teachers the opportunity to:
• Increase their content knowledge of marine/aquatic environments
• Learn about online science units aligned with AK Science standards and GLEs
• Participate in content and pedagogy activities and field sessions with workshop leaders
• Earn one credit from the University of Alaska Fairbanks

Who: Teachers of grades K-8
When: Beginning March 2009
Where: Onsite at schools across Alaska

Developed by Alaska teachers for Alaska schools, these science units:
• Align with state science content standards and grade level expectations
• Promote inquiry and hands-on science through developmentally appropriate curriculum
• Investigate the local environment to connect science concepts to the real world
• Incorporate writing and science notebooks throughout each unit.

Preview the units at the Alaska Seas and Rivers Web site at http://www.alaskaseagrant.org/teachers.

For more information or to schedule a workshop for your school, contact Marla Brownlee at marlabrownlee@mac.com.
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